
SQUARES 
 

 
 

1. Krasny Ploshchad (Red Square) in Moscow is famous for St Basil’s Cathedral and Lenin’s Tomb, but 
what is the name of the large Department Store also on the square?   GUM 
 

   
2. Where did a Nightingale Sing?       Berkeley Square 

 
 

3. The Square and Compasses is the single most identifiable sign of what organisation?    Masons 
 

 
4. In Rome the ‘Piazza di Spagna’ is well known for which feature?   The Spanish Steps 

 
 

5. On 17th April 1984 who was shot and killed out-side the Libyan Embassy in St James Square London? 
               PC Yvonne Fletcher 
 

 
6. On which Moon mission did the astronauts have a problem with a dangerous amount of CO2 build up, 

they had to find a fix as the CO2 Scrubbers on the CM (Command Module) used Square Cartridges, 
while on the LM (Lunar Module) they used Round ones      
  .         Apollo 13 
 

 
7. They Seek him here, they Seek him there. His clothes are Loud, but never Square. 

It will make or break him, so he’s got to buy the Best. Cause he’s  . . . . . . . 
Name the song and Group?      Dedicated Follower of Fashion      The Kinks 

 

8. The space at the back of the city’s historic Corn Exchange – created when the city council demolished 
the old 1970s market hall – has been known as ‘the new market square’ since its completion in 2017.  
However ‘Salisbury’ has decided to re-name it after a medieval inn that once stood on the site. 
What name has he given it?        Green Dragon Square 
  

9. Three Native American girls are sitting in a tepee, social equidistance apart, to make life comfortable 
they are sitting on animal hides. Girl ‘A’ is sitting on a cow hide she weighs 97lbs, Girl ‘B’ sitting on a 
deer hide weighs 101lbs, Girl ‘C’ who is older is sitting on a gift from her boyfriend who works at the 
zoo; a Hippopotamus hide. What does she weigh?  
  198lbs (the squaw on the Hippopotamus hide is equal to the squaws on the other two hides)  
 
 

10.  Name the Square?  Hell’s Kitchen is to the West, Trump Tower is to the East, Carnegie Hall and 
Central Park to the North and The Garment District to the South.   Times Square 

 

Regarding question No.9 - My apologies to any Native American to whom I may have caused any offence 
      when reading this quiz; it’s an old joke – but so I’m I. 

The word ‘squaw’, derived from the Algonquin language, may have simply meant ‘women’ 

 


